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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce and study the multilevel-planarity
testing problem, which is a generalization of upward planarity and level
planarity. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let ` : V → P(Z) be a
function that assigns a finite set of integers to each vertex. A multilevel-
planar drawing of G is a planar drawing of G such that the y-coordinate
of each vertex v ∈ V is y(v) ∈ `(v), and each edge is drawn as a strictly y-
monotone curve.
We present linear-time algorithms for testing multilevel planarity of em-
bedded graphs with a single source and of oriented cycles. Complementing
these algorithmic results, we show that multilevel-planarity testing is NP-
complete even in very restricted cases.
1 Introduction
Testing a given graph for planarity, and, if it is planar, finding a planar em-
bedding, are classic algorithmic problems. However, one is often not interested
in just any planar embedding, but in one that has some additional properties.
Examples of such properties include that a given existing partial drawing should
be extended [3,16] or that some parts of the graph should appear clustered
together [10,17].
There also exist notions of planarity specifically tailored to directed graphs.
An upward-planar drawing is a planar drawing where each edge is drawn as a
strictly y-monotone curve. While testing upward planarity of a graph is an NP-
complete problem in general [14], efficient algorithms are known for single-source
graphs and for embedded graphs [5,6]. One notable constrained version of upward
planarity is that of level planarity. A level graph is a directed graph G = (V,E)
together with a level assignment γ : V → Z that assigns an integer level to
each vertex and satisfies γ(u) < γ(v) for all (u, v) ∈ E. A drawing of G is level
planar if it is upward planar, and we have y(v) = γ(v) for the y-coordinate of
each vertex v ∈ V . Level-planarity testing and embedding is feasible in linear
time [18]. There exist further level-planarity variants on the cylinder and on
the torus [1,4] and there has been considerable research on further-constrained
versions of level planarity. Examples include ordering the vertices on each level
according to so-called constraint trees [2,15], clustered level planarity [2,12],
partial level planarity [7] and ordered level planarity [19].
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Contribution and Outline. In this paper, we introduce and study the multilevel-
planarity testing problem. Let P(Z) denote the power set of integers. The input of
the multilevel-planarity testing problem consists of a directed graph G = (V,E) to-
gether with a function ` : V → P(Z), called a multilevel assignment, which assigns
admissible levels, represented as a set of integers, to each vertex. A multilevel-
planar drawing of G is a planar drawing of G such that for the y-coordinate
of each vertex v ∈ V it holds that y(v) ∈ `(v), and each edge is drawn as a
strictly y-monotone curve. We start by discussing some preliminaries, including
the relationship between multilevel planarity and existing planarity variants in
Section 2. Then, we present linear-time algorithms that test multilevel planarity
of embedded single-source graphs and of oriented cycles with multiple sources in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, we complement these algorithmic
results by showing that multilevel-planarity testing is NP-complete for abstract
single-source graphs and for embedded multi-source graphs where it is |`(v)| ≤ 2
for all v ∈ V . We finish with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
This section consists of three parts. First, we introduce basic terminology and
notation. Second, we discuss the relationship between multilevel planarity and
existing planarity variants for directed graphs. Third, we define a normal form
for multilevel assignments, which simplifies the arguments in Sections 3 and 4.
Basic Terminology. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. We use the terms
drawing, planar, (combinatorial) embedding and face as defined by Di Battista
et al. [9]. We say that two drawings are homeomorphic if they respect the same
combinatorial embedding. A multilevel assignment ` : V → P(Z) assigns a
finite set of possible integer levels to each vertex. An upward-planar drawing
is multilevel planar if y(v) ∈ `(v) for all v ∈ V . Note that any finite set of
integers can be represented as a finite list of finite integer intervals. We choose
this representation to be able to represent sets of integers that contain large
intervals of numbers more efficiently.
A vertex of a directed graph with no incoming (outgoing) edges is a source
(sink). A directed, acyclic and planar graph with a single source s is an sT -
graph. An sT -graph with a single sink t and an edge (s, t) is an st-graph. In
any upward-planar drawing of an st-graph, the unique source and sink are the
lowest and highest vertices, respectively, and both are incident to the outer face.
For a face f of a planar drawing, an incident vertex v is called source switch
(sink switch) if all edges incident to f and v are outgoing (incoming). Note
that a source switch or sink switch does not need to be a source or sink in G.
We will frequently add incoming edges to sources and outgoing edges to sinks
during later constructions, referring to this as source canceling and sink canceling,
respectively. An oriented path of length k is a sequence of vertices (v1, v2, . . . , vk+1)
such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k either the edge (vi, vi+1) or the edge (vi+1, vi) exists.
A directed path of length k is a sequence of vertices (v1, v2, . . . , vk+1) such that
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for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k the edge (vi, vi+1) exists. Let u, v ∈ V be two distinct vertices.
Vertex u is a descendant of v in G, if there exists a directed path from v to u. A
topological ordering is a function τ : V → N such that for every v ∈ V and for
each descendant u of v it is τ(v) < τ(u).
Relationship to Existing Planarity Variants. Multilevel-planarity testing is a
generalization of level planarity. To see this, let G = (V,E) be a directed graph
together with a level assignment γ : V → Z. Define `(v) = {γ(v)} for all v ∈ V .
It is readily observed that a drawing Γ of G is level planar with respect to γ if
and only if Γ is multilevel planar with respect to `. Therefore, level planarity
reduces to multilevel planarity in linear time.
Multilevel-planarity testing is also a generalization of upward planarity. With-
out loss of generality, the vertices in an upward-planar drawing can be assigned
integer y-coordinates, and there is at least one vertex on each level. Hence,
upward planarity of G can be tested by setting `(v) = [1, |V |] for all v ∈ V
and testing the multilevel planarity of G with respect to `. Therefore, upward
planarity reduces to multilevel planarity in linear time. By then restricting the
multilevel assignment, multilevel planarity can also be seen as a constrained
version of upward planarity. Garg and Tamassia [14] showed the NP-completeness
of upward-planarity testing, which directly gives the following.
Theorem 1. Multilevel-planarity testing is NP-complete.
Multilevel Assignment Normal Form. A multilevel assignment ` has normal form
if for all (u, v) ∈ E it holds that min `(u) < min `(v) and max `(u) < max `(v).
Some proofs are easier to follow for multilevel assignments in normal form. The
following lemma justifies that we may assume without loss of generality that `
has normal form.
Lemma 1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph together with a multilevel assign-
ment `. Then there exists a multilevel assignment `′ in normal form such that any
drawing of G is multilevel planar with respect to ` if and only if it is multilevel
planar with respect to `′. Moreover, `′ can be computed in linear time.
Proof. The idea is to convert `(v) into `′(v) ⊆ `(v) for all v ∈ V by finding
a lower bound lv and an upper bound uv for the level of v, and then set-
ting `′(v) = `(v) ∩ [lv, uv]. To find the lower bound, iterate over the vertices in
increasing order with respect to some topological ordering τ of G. Because all
edges have to be drawn as strictly y-monotone curves, for each vertex v ∈ V
it must be y(v) > max(w,v)∈E lw. So, set lv = max(min `(v),max(w,v)∈E lw + 1).
Analogously, to find the upper bound, iterate over V in decreasing order with
respect to τ . Again, because edges are drawn as strictly y-monotone curves,
for each vertex v ∈ V it must hold true that y(v) < min(v,w)∈E uw. Therefore,
set uv = min(max `(v),min(v,w)∈E uw − 1). This means that in any multilevel-
planar drawing of G the y-coordinate of v ∈ V is y(v) ∈ `(v) ∩ [lv, uv]. So it
follows that a drawing of G is multilevel planar with respect to ` if and only if it
is multilevel planar with respect to `′.
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To see that the running time is linear, note that a topological ordering of G
can be computed in linear time and every vertex and edge is handled at most
twice during the procedure described above. Because every level candidate in ` is
removed at most once, the total running time is O(n+∑v∈V |`(v)|), i.e., linear
in the size of the input. uunionsq
3 Embedded sT -Graphs
In this section, we characterize multilevel-planar sT -graphs as subgraphs of
certain planar st-graphs. Similar characterizations exist for upward planarity and
level planarity [11,20]. The idea behind our characterization is that for any given
multilevel-planar drawing, we can find a set of edges that can be inserted without
rendering the drawing invalid, and which make the underlying graph an st-graph.
Thus, the graph must have been a subgraph of an st-graph. This technique is
similar to the one found by Bertolazzi et al. [6], and in fact is built on top of it.
To use this characterization for multilevel-planarity testing, we cannot require
a multilevel-planar drawing to be given. We show that if we choose the set of
edges to be inserted carefully, the respective set of edges can be inserted into any
multilevel-planar drawing for a fixed combinatorial embedding. An algorithm
constructing such an edge set can therefore be used to test for multilevel planarity
of embedded sT -graphs, resulting in Theorem 2. The algorithm is constructive
in the sense that it finds a multilevel-planar drawing, if it exists. In Section 5, we
show that testing multilevel planarity of sT -graphs without a fixed combinatorial
embedding is NP-hard. Recall that every multilevel-planar drawing is upward
planar. We now prove that the vertex with the largest y-coordinate on the
boundary of each face is the same across all homeomorphic drawings.
Lemma 2. Let G = (V,E) be a biconnected sT -graph together with an upward-
planar drawing Γ . For each inner face f of Γ and each vertex v incident to f ,
let ∠Γ,f (v) denote the angle defined by the two edges incident to v and f in Γ .
Then the following properties hold:
1. There is exactly one sink switch tf on the boundary of f with ∠Γ,f (tf ) ≤ pi,
namely the vertex with greatest y-coordinate among all vertices incident to f .
2. Let Γ ′ be an upward-planar drawing of G that is homeomorphic to Γ . Then
the vertex tf has the greatest y-coordinate of all vertices incident to f in Γ
′.
Proof. The first property was observed by Bertolazzi et al. [6, page 138, fact 3]. To
prove the second property, assume that there exists an upward-planar drawing Γ ′
of G and a face f such that in Γ ′, vertex tf does not have the greatest y-coordinate
of all vertices incident to f . Let e1 = (v1, tf ) and e2 = (v2, tf ) be the edges
incident to f and tf . Figure 1 shows exemplary drawings Γ and Γ
′. Because G
has a single source s, there exist directed paths p1 and p2 from s to v1 and v2,
respectively. Then the left-to-right order of the edges e1 and e2 in Γ and Γ
′ is
determined by the order of the outgoing edges at the last common vertex c on p1
and p2. Let t
′ 6= tf be the vertex with greatest y-coordinate of all vertices incident
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Fig. 1. Proof of Lemma 2.
(a) (b)
s s
Fig. 2. Not all edges are valid for
the augmentation in Lemma 3.
to f in Γ ′. Then it holds that ∠Γ ′,f (t′) ≤ pi and from the first property it follows
that ∠Γ ′,f (tf ) > pi. Since Γ and Γ ′ have the same underlying combinatorial
embedding, the clockwise cyclic walk around f is identical in both drawings. But
because ∠Γ,f (tf ) ≤ pi and ∠Γ ′,f (tf ) > pi, the order of the outgoing edges of c
is different in Γ and Γ ′. Note that c either has an incoming edge or it is s = c,
in which case the edge (s, t) lies to the left, i.e., the cyclic order of the edges
around c is different in Γ and Γ ′. Therefore, Γ and Γ ′ are not homeomorphic. uunionsq
Note that the result of Lemma 2 also holds for embedded sT -graphs that
are not biconnected. Obviously it holds for any biconnected component. Any
subgraph G′ that does not belong to any biconnected component is an attached
tree inside a face f given by the combinatorial embedding. If f is an inner face,
the unique vertex tf of that face with maximal y-coordinate must be higher than
any vertex of G′ in any upward planar drawing.
Bertolazzi et al. showed that any sT -graph with an upward-planar embed-
ding can be extended to an st-graph with an upward-planar embedding that
extends the original embedding [5,6]. More formally, let G = (V,E) be an sT -
graph together with an upward-planar drawing Γ . Then there exists an st-
graph Gst = (V ∪˙ {t}, E ∪˙Est) where t is the unique sink together with an
upward-planar drawing Γst that extends Γ . Moreover, Gst and Γst can be com-
puted in linear time. Note that in general it is possible for a given Est to choose
an upward-planar drawing Γ of G so that the additional edges in Est cannot
be added into Γ as y-monotone curves. For an example, see Figure 2, where
augmenting with the red and black edge works only for the drawing shown in (a),
whereas augmenting with the blue and black edge works for both drawings. In
Lemma 3 we therefore show that there is a set Est that can be added into any
drawing with the same combinatorial embedding as Γ . In a way, this is the most
general set Est.
Lemma 3. Let G = (V,E) be a directed sT -graph with a fixed combinatorial
embedding. Then there exists an st-graph Gst = (V ∪˙ {t}, E ∪˙Est), where t is the
unique sink, such that for any upward-planar drawing Γ of G there exists an
upward-planar drawing Γst of Gst that extends Γ . Moreover, Gst can be computed
in linear time.
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Proof. Start by finding an initial upward-planar drawing Γinit of G in linear
time using the algorithm due to Bertolazzi et al. [6]. The algorithm also outputs
a matching st-graph Gst together with an upward-planar drawing Γst that
extends Γinit. Note that any edge e ∈ Est is drawn within some face of Γinit.
Because t is the only sink of Gst, it must have the highest y-coordinate among
all vertices in every upward-planar drawing of Gst. Therefore, changing all edges
in Est drawn within the outer face to have endpoint t ensures that these edges
can be drawn within the outer face of any upward-planar drawing Γ of G as y-
monotone curves while preserving planarity. For any inner face f , Lemma 2
states that there is a unique tf incident to f with greatest y-coordinate in every
upward-planar drawing of G homeomorphic to Γ . So changing all edges in Est
that are drawn within f to have endpoint tf ensures that these edges can be
drawn within f in any upward-planar drawing Γ of G as y-monotone curves while
preserving planarity. By precomputing tf for every face, this procedure handles
every edge in Est in constant time, which gives linear running time overall. uunionsq
We now have a set of edges that can be used to complete G into Gst. If a
multilevel-planar drawing for the given combinatorial embedding of G respecting `
exists, then it must also exist for Gst. However, the property of ` being in normal
form might not be fulfilled anymore in Gst because of the added edges. We
therefore need to bring ` into normal form `′ again. Lemma 1 tells us that this
does not impact multilevel planarity. We conclude that G is multilevel planar
with respect to ` if and only if Gst is multilevel planar with respect to `
′. The
final property we need is proved by Leipert [20, page 117, Theorem 5.1], and
described in an article by Ju¨nger and Leipert [18].
Lemma 4. Let G be an st-graph together with a level assignment γ. Then for
any combinatorial embedding of G there exists a drawing of G with that embedding
that is level planar with respect to γ.
If `′ is in normal form, `′(v) 6= ∅ is a necessary and sufficient condition that
there exists a level assignment γ : V → Z with γ(v) ∈ `′(v) for all v ∈ V .
Setting γ(v) = min `′(v) is one possible such level assignment. Then G is level
planar with respect to γ and therefore multilevel planar with respect to `, resulting
in the characterization of multilevel-planar st-graphs:
Corollary 1. Let G be an st-graph together with a multilevel assignment ` in
normal form. Then there exists a multilevel-planar drawing for any combinatorial
embedding of G if and only if `(v) 6= ∅ for all v.
For a constructive multilevel-planarity testing algorithm, we now first take the
edge set computed by the algorithm by Bertolazzi et al. [6] and modify it using
Lemma 3 to complete any sT -graph to an st-graph. Note that for this step, we
need a fixed combinatorial embedding to be given, as is required by Point 2 of
Lemma 2. Once arrived at an st-graph, we only need to check the premise of
Corollary 1. This concludes the testing algorithm:
Theorem 2. Let G be an embedded sT -graph with a multilevel assignment `.
Then it can be decided in linear time whether there exists a multilevel-planar
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drawing of G respecting that embedding. If so, such a drawing can be computed
within the same running time.
Our algorithm uses the fact that to augment sT -graphs to st-graphs, only edges
connecting sinks to other vertices need to be inserted. For graphs with multiple
sources and multiple sinks, further edges connecting sources to other vertices need
to be inserted. The interactions that occur then are very complex: In Section 5, we
show that deciding multilevel planarity is NP-complete for embedded multi-source
graphs. In the next section, we identify oriented cycles as a class of multi-source
graphs for which multilevel planarity can be efficiently decided.
4 Oriented Cycles
In this section, we present a constructive multilevel-planarity testing algorithm for
oriented cycles, i.e., directed graphs whose underlying undirected graph is a simple
cycle. We start by giving a condition for when an oriented cycle G = (V,E)
together with some level assignment γ admits a level-planar drawing. This
condition yields an algorithm for the multilevel-planar setting.
In this section, γ is always level assignment and ` is always a multilevel
assignment. Define max γ = max{γ(v) | v ∈ V } and min γ = min{γ(v) | v ∈ V }.
Further set max ` = max{max `(v) | v ∈ V } and min ` = min{min `(v) | v ∈ V }.
Let Smin ⊂ V be sources with minimal level, i.e., Smin = {v ∈ V | γ(v) = min γ},
and let Tmax ⊂ V be the sinks with maximal level. We call sources in Smin
minimal sources, sinks in Tmax are maximal sinks. Two sinks t1, t2 ∈ Tmax
are consecutive if there is an oriented path between t1 and t2 that does not
contain any vertex in Smin. The set Tmax is consecutive if all sinks in Tmax are
pairwise consecutive. We define consecutiveness for sources in Smin analogously.
Because G is a cycle, consecutiveness of Tmax also means that Smin is consecutive.
If both Smin and Tmax are consecutive, we say that γ is separating.
Lemma 5. Let G be an oriented cycle with a level assignment γ. Then G is
level planar with respect to γ if and only if Tmax is consecutive.
Proof. For the “if” part, augment G to a planar st-graph as follows. Let pt be
the oriented path of minimal length that contains all sinks in Tmax and no vertex
in Smin, and let t1, t2 ∈ Tmax denote its endpoints. Let ps be the oriented path
from t2 to t1 so that ps∪pt = G and ps∩pt = {t1, t2}. Draw pt from left to right;
see Fig. 3. Below it, draw ps from right to left. Fix some vertex smin ∈ Smin and
add an edge from smin to every source on the path pt. Add a new vertex s to G,
set γ(s) = min γ − 1 and add an edge from s to every source on the path ps.
Thus, s is now the only source. Next, observe that any sink ts on the path ps
is drawn to the left of smin or to the right of smin. Add the edge (ts, t1) or the
edge (ts, t2), respectively. Finally, add a new vertex t to G, set γ(t) = max γ + 1
and add an edge from every sink on the path pt to t. Thus, t is now the only sink.
All added edges (u, v) satisfy γ(u) < γ(v). Hence, G is now an st-graph with a
level assignment γ and so Lemma 4 gives that G is level planar with respect to γ.
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ts
t1 t2
smin
pt
ps
Fig. 3. An st-augmentation of an oriented cycle. The gray dashed edges are added for
the st-augmentation. The blue edges belong to path pt and the red edges to path ps.
For the “only if” part, assume that Tmax is not consecutive. Then there are
maximal sinks t1, t2 ∈ Tmax and minimal sources s1, s2 ∈ Smin that appear in
the order s1, t1, s2, t2 around the cycle underlying G. Because the chosen sinks
and sources are highest and lowest vertices, respectively, the four edge-disjoint
paths that connect them must intersect. uunionsq
Recall that any multilevel-planar drawing is a level-planar drawing with respect
to some level assignment γ. Lemma 5 gives a necessary and sufficient condition
for γ so that the drawing is level planar. Given a multilevel assignment `, we
therefore find an induced separating level assignment γ, or determine that no such
level assignment exists. It must be `(v) 6= ∅ for all v ∈ V ; otherwise, G admits no
multilevel drawing. We find an induced level assignment γ that keeps the sets Smin
and Tmax as small as possible, because such a level assignment is, intuitively,
most likely to be separating. To this end, let S′ ⊂ V denote the sources of G
such that for s′ ∈ S′ we have min `(s′) = min `. Further, let S′′ ⊆ S′ denote the
sources of G such that for s′′ ∈ S′′ we have `(s′′) = {min `}. Likewise, let T ′ ⊂ V
denote the sinks of G such that for each t′ ∈ T ′ it holds that max `(t′) = max `
let T ′′ ⊆ T ′ denote the sinks of G such that for t′′ ∈ T ′′ we have `(t′′) = {max `}.
Suppose S′′ 6= ∅. Observe that due to the multilevel assignment, all sources
in S′′ have to be minimal sources. Therefore, set Smin = S′′. Otherwise, if S′′ = ∅,
pick any source s′ ∈ S′ and set Smin = {s′}. Proceed analogously to find Tmax.
If T ′′ 6= ∅, set Tmax = T ′′. Otherwise, pick any sink t′ ∈ T ′ and set Tmax = {t′}.
Note that if S′′ or T ′′ are not empty there is no choice but to add all sources
or sinks in them to Smin or Tmax. Otherwise Smin or Tmax contains only one
vertex, which guarantees that Tmax is consecutive. Since ` is in normal form, any
remaining vertex can be assigned greedily to its minimum possible level above all
its ancestors. Hence, G is multilevel planar with respect to ` if and only if Tmax
is consecutive. We conclude the following.
Theorem 3. Let G be an oriented cycle together with a multilevel assignment `.
Then it can be decided in linear time whether G admits a drawing that is multilevel
planar with respect to `. Furthermore, if such a drawing exists, it can be computed
within the same time.
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Fig. 4. A task gadget (b) for each task and one base gadget (c) that provides the
single source are used to turn a Srtd instance (a) into a multilevel-planarity testing
instance (d).
5 Hardness Results
We now show that multilevel-planarity testing is NP-complete even in very re-
stricted cases, namely for sT -graphs without a fixed embedding and for embedded
multi-source graphs with at most two possible levels for each vertex.
5.1 sT -Graphs with Variable Embedding
In Section 3, we showed that testing multilevel planarity of embedded sT -graphs
is feasible in linear time, because for every inner sink there is a unique sink
switch to cancel it with. We now show that dropping the requirement that the
embedding is fixed makes multilevel-planarity testing NP-hard. To this end,
we reduce the scheduling with release times and deadlines (Srtd)
problem, which is strongly NP-complete [13], to multilevel-planarity testing. An
instance of this scheduling problem consists of a set of tasks T = {t1, . . . , tn} with
individual release times r1, . . . , rn ∈ N, deadlines d1, . . . , dn ∈ N and processing
times p1, . . . , pn ∈ N for each task (we assume 0 6∈ N), where
∑n
i=1 pi is bounded
by a polynomial in n. See Fig. 4 (a) for an example. The question is whether there
is a non-preemptive schedule σ : T → N, such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we get
(1) σ(ti) ≥ ri, i.e., no task starts before its release time, (2) σ(ti) + pi ≤ di, i.e.,
each task finishes before its deadline, and (3) σ(ti) < σ(tj) =⇒ σ(ti)+pi ≤ σ(tj)
for any j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i}, i.e., no two tasks are executed at the same time.
Create for every task ti ∈ T a task gadget Ti that consists of two vertices u, v
together with a directed path Pi = (w
1
i , w
2
i , . . . , w
pi
i ) of length pi−1; see Fig. 4 (b).
For each vertex wji on Pi set `(w
j
i ) = [ri, di − 1], i.e., all possible points of time
at which this task can be executed. Set `(u) = `(v) = {0}. Join all task gadgets
with a base gadget. The base gadget consists of three vertices s, u, v and two
edges (s, u), (s, v), where u is placed to the left of v; see Fig. 4 (c). Set `(s) = {−1}
and, again, set `(u) = `(v) = {0}. Merge all gadgets at their common vertices u
and v; see Fig. 4 (d). Because Srtd is strongly NP-complete, the size of the
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x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
−3
−2
−1
2
1
positive clauses
negative clauses
Fig. 5. A rectilinear embedding of the planar monotone 3-Sat instance
(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x5)∧(x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x5)∧(x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x5)∧(¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x5)∧(¬x3 ∨ ¬x4 ∨ ¬x5).
resulting graph is polynomial in the size of the input. Further, because the task
gadgets may not intersect in a planar drawing and because they are merged at
their common vertices u and v, they are stacked on top of each other, inducing a
valid schedule of the associated tasks. Contrasting linear-time tests of upward
planarity and level planarity for sT -graphs we conclude:
Theorem 4. Let G be an sT -graph together with a multilevel assignment `.
Testing whether G is multilevel planar with respect to ` is NP-complete.
Using a very similar reduction one can also show NP-completeness of multilevel-
planarity testing for trees.
5.2 Embedded Multi-Source Graphs
We show that multilevel-planarity testing for embedded directed graphs is NP-
complete by reducing from planar monotone 3-Sat [8]. An instance I = (V, C)
of this problem is a 3-Sat instance with variables V, clauses C and additional
restrictions. Namely, each clause is monotone, i.e., it is either positive or negative,
meaning that it consists of either only positive or only negative literals, respec-
tively. The variable-clause graph of I consists of the nodes V ∪C connected by an
arc if one of the nodes is a variable and the other node is a clause that uses this
variable. The variable-clause graph can be drawn such that all variables lie on
a horizontal straight line, positive and negative clauses are drawn as horizontal
line segments with integer y-coordinates below and above that line, respectively,
and arcs connecting clauses and variables are drawn as non-intersecting vertical
line segments; see Fig. 5. We call this a planar rectilinear embedding of I.
Let ΓI be a planar rectilinear embedding of I. Transform this into a multilevel-
planarity testing instance by replacing each positive or negative clause of I with a
positive or negative clause gadget and merging them at common vertices. Fig. 6 (a)
shows the gadget for the positive clause (xa ∨xb ∨xc). The vertices xa, xb and xc
are variables in V . We call vertex pi the pendulum. A variable x ∈ V is set to true
(false) if it lies on level 1 (level 0). In a positive clause gadget pi must lie on level
0, and so it forces one variable to lie on level 1, i.e., be set to true. The gadget for
a negative clause (¬xa ∨ ¬xb ∨ ¬xc) works symmetrically; its pendulum forces
one variable to lie on level 0, i.e., be set to false; see Fig. 6 (b).
Theorem 5. Let G = (V,E) be an embedded directed graph together with a
multilevel assignment `. Testing whether G is multilevel planar is NP-complete,
even if it is |`(v)| ≤ 2 for all v ∈ V .
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vi,1
xa{0, 1} xb{0, 1} xc{0, 1}
vi,2 vi,3
pi
xa{0, 1} xb{0, 1} xc{0, 1}
vi,2 vi,3
pi
2y(c)
2y(c) + 1
0 1
2y(c)
2y(c) + 1
vi,1
(b)(a)
Fig. 6. Gadgets for the clauses (xa ∨ xb ∨ xc) (a) and (¬xa ∨ ¬xb ∨ ¬xc) (b).
6 Conclusion
In this paper we introduced and studied the multilevel-planarity testing problem.
It is a generalization of both upward-planarity testing and level-planarity testing.
We started by giving a linear-time algorithm to decide multilevel planarity
of embedded sT -graphs. The proof of correctness of this algorithm uses insights
from both upward planarity and level planarity. In opposition to this result,
we showed that deciding the multilevel planarity of sT -graphs without a fixed
embedding is NP-complete. This also contrasts the situation for upward planarity
and level planarity, both of which can be decided in linear time for such graphs.
We also gave a linear-time algorithm to decide multilevel planarity of oriented
cycles, which is interesting because the existence of multiple sources makes
many related problems NP-complete, e.g., testing upward planarity, partial level
planarity or ordered level planarity. This positive result is contrasted by the
fact that multilevel-planarity testing is NP-complete for oriented trees. Whether
multilevel-planarity testing becomes tractable for trees with a given combinatorial
embedding remains an open question. We also showed that deciding multilevel
planarity remains NP-complete for embedded multi-source graphs where each
vertex is assigned either to exactly one level, or to one of two adjacent levels.
This result again contrasts the existence of efficient algorithms for testing upward
planarity and level planarity of embedded multi-source graphs. The following
table summarizes our results.
fixed combinatorial embedding not embedded
st-Graphs sT -Graphs arbitrary Cycles sT -Graphs Trees
Upward Planarity O(1) [5] O(n) [5] P [5] O(n) [6] O(n) [6] O(1) [9]
Multilevel Planarity
O(1)
(Cor. 1)
O(n)
(Thm. 2)
NPC
(Thm. 5)
O(n)
(Thm. 3)
NPC
(Thm. 4)
NPC
(Thm. 6)
Level Planarity O(1) [18] O(n) [18] ? O(n) [18] O(n) [18] O(n) [18]
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A Omitted Parts from Section 5
A.1 Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. The graph G is multilevel planar if and only if there is a valid one-processor
schedule for the Srtd instance. To see this, start with a valid schedule σ. Define a
level assignment γ as follows. Set γ(s) = −1, γ(u) = γ(v) = 0. And for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and 1 ≤ j ≤ pi, set γ(wji ) = σ(ti) + j. Since σ is non-preemptive, it induces a
total order on the tasks, without loss of generality σ(t1) < . . . < σ(tn). Order
the edges to the task gadgets T1, T2, . . . , Tn from right to left at u, and from left
to right at v. Observe that any sink of G is the endpoint of a directed path of a
task gadget. For 1 ≤ i < n cancel the sink wpii by connecting it to w1i+1. This is
possible because the schedule is valid. Then Lemma 4 gives that there exists a
drawing of G that is level-planar with respect to γ. Because it is γ(v) ∈ `(v) for
all v ∈ V by construction, G is indeed multilevel planar with respect to `.
For the reverse direction, consider a drawing Γ of G that is multilevel planar
with respect to `. Let γ denote the level assignment induced by Γ . Lemma 3
gives that G and Γ can be augmented to an st-supergraph of G with a level-
planar drawing Γst that extends Γ . For 1 ≤ i < n this means that the sink wpii
of G, is canceled at some vertex x. Because wpii has degree one, it is incident
to only one face f . Note that because wpii is the highest vertex of Ti, it cannot
be canceled at a vertex that belongs to Ti. The only vertex incident to f that
does not belong to Ti is the vertex w1i+1. Therefore, it must be γ(wpii ) < γ(w1i+1).
Now set σ(ti) = γ(w
1
i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By the argument we just made it
is σ(ti) + pi < σ(ti+1). Moreover, σ(ti) ≥ ri and σ(ti) + pi ≤ di is ensured by the
multilevel assignment. Hence, σ is a valid schedule. uunionsq
A.2 Oriented Trees
We can show NP-completeness of oriented trees with a very similar reduction as
for sT -graphs without a fixed embedding. The needed gadgets are only slightly
different.
Theorem 6. Let T be an oriented tree together with a multilevel assignment `.
Testing whether T is multilevel planar with respect to ` is NP-complete.
Proof. As in the proof for Theorem 4 we reduce from Srtd. Let T = {t1, . . . , tn},
r1, . . . , rn, d1, . . . , dn and p1, . . . , pn be such an instance with
∑n
i=1 p bounded by
a polynomial in n. Again we initialize G with the base gadget shown in Fig. 7 (a)
and for each task we add one task gadget as shown in Fig. 7 (b). In the base
gadget we set dmax = maxi∈1,...,n di to be the maximum deadline among all
tasks. The base and all task gadgets share a common vertex u at which they are
merged. The long edge from c1 to c2 in the base gadget makes sure that u is left
of all ai’s and bi’s on level 0. Further edges ei,a and ei,b force all task gadgets
to be nested in each multilevel-planar drawing as in the single-source case in
Theorem 4. Because of this commonality we can adopt its proof to get that a
valid schedule for the Srtd exists if and only if a multilevel-planar drawing for
tree G exists. uunionsq
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u [0, 0] ai[0, 0] bi[0, 0]
w1i [ri, di − 1]
w2i [ri, di − 1]
w3i [ri, di − 1]
wpii [ri, di − 1]
ei,b
ei,a
u[0, 0]v[0, 0]
c1[1, 1]
c2(a) (b)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8(c)
[dmax, dmax]
u a1 b1 a2 b2v
c1
c2
w11
w21
w31
w12
w22
w32
w42
Fig. 7. The base (a) and the task gadget (b) to transform a Srtd instance into a
multilevel-planarity testing instance with G being a tree. An example (c) with two task
gadgets (in red and green).
This also contrasts the results for upward planarity and level planarity, because
every oriented tree is upward planar and all level graphs can be tested for level
planarity in linear time.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. Suppose that ϕ is a truth assignment of the variables V that satisfies C.
Construct a drawing Γ of G that is multilevel planar with respect to ` by
constructing a level assignment γ as follows. Let v ∈ V be a variable. If v is set
to true, set γ(v) = 1. Otherwise, set γ(v) = 0. Let ci ∈ C be a positive clause.
Draw the pendulum pi of ci just below any vertex associated with a variable
in ci set to true. Because ϕ is a truth assignment that satisfies C, such a variable
vertex exists. Now let cj ∈ C be a negative clause. Draw the pendulum pj of cj
just above any vertex associated with a variable in cj set to false. Since cj is a
negative clause, a positive literal in cj corresponds to a variable set to false, and
because ϕ is a truth assignment satisfying C, such a variable vertex exists. The
resulting drawing is then level planar with respect to γ and therefore multilevel
planar with respect to `.
Now assume that Γ is a drawing of G that is multilevel planar with respect to `.
Let γ denote the level assignment induced by Γ . Construct a truth assignment ϕ
as follows: Set the variable v ∈ V to true or false depending on whether it
is γ(v) = 1 or γ(v) = 0, respectively. Because it is `(v) = {0, 1}, this always
assigns a truth value to v. Consider the pendulum pi of a positive clause ci ∈ C.
In a positive gadget, pi forces one of the variables in ci, say v, to level 1, i.e., v
is set to true. Because ci is a positive clause, it is then satisfied. In a negative
gadget for a negative clause cj ∈ C, pendulum pj forces one of the variables in cj ,
say v′, to level 0, i.e., v′ is set to false. Because cj is a negative clause, it is then
satisfied. This means that ϕ satisfies all clauses in C. uunionsq
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x30
1
2
3
4
5
−1
−2
−3
−4
−5
−6
x1
x2 x4
x5
true
false
Fig. 8. A multilevel-planar drawing of the graph constructed from the planar monotone
3-Sat instance shown in Fig. 5. The shaded faces correspond to the gadgets that
substitute the clauses. In this multilevel-planar drawing, vertices x1, x3 and x5 are on
level 0 so variables x1 = x3 = x5 = false. On the other hand vertices x2 and x4 are on
level 1 so variables x2 = x4 = true.
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